A message
from our
Executive
Director

“…Guide us to the Straight Path, the Path of those upon whom
You have bestowed Your favor….” Al-Quran, 2:215
“Faithful believers are to each other as the bricks of a wall, supporting and reinforcing
each other. So saying, the Prophet Muhammed (pbuh) clasping his hands
by interlocking his fingers.” The Life Example Prophet Muhammed (S)
“G-d’s guidance to us (the Qur’an and the life of the Prophet)…
we can study that and use it to protect all of our interests…this is not an easy task and
cannot be left to Imams…This is a responsibility of all of us.”
Honorable Imam Dr. W. Deen Mohammed (R)
“I want to build a place for every believer where their intellect is respected
and their voice is protected.”
Imam Thomas Abdul Salaam (R)

As-Salaamu-Alaikum (Peace be with you).
To our listeners, sponsors, institutional collaborators and supporters,
our staff and all our volunteers and every believer helping our
national intelligentsia, we’re grateful to you for helping us be a
leading part of a group intellect committed to remaking our world.
As we look back on our fifth year of operations and with our ever
expanding presence in media and the non-profit sectors we realize
never in the history of the world has the individual human intellect
and voice been so transportative and capable of impacting the world.
The vision of combining a volunteer human resource network with a
global technology platform offering both real-time broadcasting and
archival podcasting have proven how powerful the visions were of
both Imam Dr. W. Deen Mohammed and Thomas Abdul Salaam, may
Allah’s Mercy be upon both of them.

“…It's not enough to make Scriptural
connections without making social
and work connections. And it's not
enough to make social and work
connections without making
Scriptural connections. If you just do
the former you'll be a ghost. And if
you did the latter, you'd be a
materialist. We need connections in
the logic of Scripture and we need
connections with one another to
apply that logic in community life—
that's the real balance we need now
to make progress, and that's what an
Intelligentsia gives us.”

Imam Mohammed ushered in the shared freedom space that enabled
new thinking and a new vision of what was possible based upon faith
in Allah (The Creator) and trust in the group intellect…a combination
that inspired Imam Thomas to act upon Imam Mohammed’s assertion
that we as a faith-based community in America needed a national
intelligentsia.
Now the wonders are unfolding.
Today CWSC is a national scholarship grantor and administrator.
We’re helping our institutions nationwide solve problems and realize
new opportunities; collaborating at the national level on issues from
jobs, education, and financial literacy, to international issues of
women’s rights and global education for girls. We’ve been to the U.S.
Congress to advocate for gun reform and the safety of the nation’s
children; and as an independent media; we daily bring together the
voices of faithful believers across institutions and religions to work
together on social justice and equity issues affecting all our
communities. And we’ve only begun to scratch the surface.
We’re announcing next year our 2020 plans for marking the 10th
Anniversary of American Muslim 360 and we’re looking forward to
meeting, greeting and hosting you, your family and community in
person aboard the Carnival Ship Paradise during our National
Intelligentsia Interfaith Cruise to Cozumel.
We’ve worked hard to become the #1 Islamic radio station in the
nation where your intellect is respected and your voice protected.
The Cruise will be a time to celebrate the progress of our flagship
intelligentsia, take a family vacation, and relax a bit while doing good.
Click here to learn more. Stay tuned to AM360.org and invite a friend
to visit cwsc.us…together we can remake the world. Blessed 2019!

